
Burton Richardson’s 

Focus Mitts For Sport And Street Tests 

 

There are three tests in the Focus Mitts For Sport And Street Program: 

1- Level  1- Sport/Street elements 

2- Level  2- Street-specific elements  

3- Instructor Level- Focus Mitts For Sport & Street Instructor  

 

 

Level  1 Test- Elements For Sport/ Street 

 

Explain and demonstrate in one minute or less: 

1- Why flashing the mitts is important. 

2- Why throwing back at the target is important. 

3- Why clinch work is important. 

4- Why clinch and ground work is important.  

 

Focus Mitts Holding Rounds 

Include important holding concepts in each round. 

1- Hold for 30 seconds sport kickboxing round.  

2- Hold for 30 seconds sport clinch.  

3- Hold for 30 seconds sport ground, fighter on top.  

4- Hold for 30 seconds sport ground, fighter on bottom.  



Level  2 Test- Elements For Street 

 

Explain and demonstrate in one minute or less: 

1- Why including the draw is important. 

2- Why multiple attacker drills are important. 

3- Why training to strike street-specific targets is important. 

4- Why scenario training is important. 

 

Focus Mitts Holding Rounds 

Include important holding concepts in each round.   

1- Hold for 30 seconds street kickboxing round 

2- Hold for 30 seconds street clinch 

3- Hold for 30 seconds street ground, fighter on top.  

4- Hold for 30 seconds street ground, fighter on bottom. 

 

 

 

  



Focus Mitts For Sport And Street Instructor Test 

 

Explain and demonstrate in one minute or less: 

 

1- What are the advantages of focus mitts training vs heavy bag training? 

2- Why is power blocking important? 

3- Why are cue drills important? 

4- Why is it important to include range transitions? 

 

Focus Mitts Holding Rounds 

Include important holding concepts in each round.   

1- Hold for 30 seconds sport kickboxing round  

2- Hold for 30 seconds street kickboxing round 

3- Hold for 30 seconds sport clinch 

4- Hold for 30 seconds street clinch 

5- Hold for 30 seconds sport ground, fighter on top.  

6- Hold for 30 seconds sport ground, fighter on bottom.  

7- Hold for 30 seconds street ground, fighter on top.  

8- Hold for 30 seconds street ground, fighter on bottom. 

9- Hold 1 minute sports round, all ranges with transitions while coaching when 

pertinent.  

10- Hold 1 minute street round, all ranges with transitions while coaching when 

pertinent.  


